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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter BDA-200P, the ultimate precision tool featuring 45 Degree Blades designed toNT Cutter BDA-200P, the ultimate precision tool featuring 45 Degree Blades designed to
deliver unmatched cutting performance. Crafted with excellence, these silver blades boast adeliver unmatched cutting performance. Crafted with excellence, these silver blades boast a
cutting edge that reaches the pinnacle of sharpness, making them an essential choice forcutting edge that reaches the pinnacle of sharpness, making them an essential choice for
meticulous and intricate work.meticulous and intricate work.

What sets the NT Cutter BDA-200P blades apart is their specially pointed 45-degree tip, aWhat sets the NT Cutter BDA-200P blades apart is their specially pointed 45-degree tip, a
significant deviation from regular blades. This acute cutting angle empowers the blades withsignificant deviation from regular blades. This acute cutting angle empowers the blades with
maximum sharpness and remarkable durability, ensuring they maintain their cutting edgemaximum sharpness and remarkable durability, ensuring they maintain their cutting edge
even after extensive use. The precise 45-degree design elevates the performance of theseeven after extensive use. The precise 45-degree design elevates the performance of these
blades, making them ideal for tasks that demand precision and finesse.blades, making them ideal for tasks that demand precision and finesse.
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SpecificationSpecification

Blade Length: 21mmBlade Length: 21mm
Blade Width: 4mmBlade Width: 4mm
Blade Thickness: 0.38mmBlade Thickness: 0.38mm
Blade Cutting Angle: 45 DegreeBlade Cutting Angle: 45 Degree
Blade Type: SolidBlade Type: Solid
Blade Colour: SilverBlade Colour: Silver

When it comes to precision work, the NT Cutter BDA-200P blades are unparalleled. WhetherWhen it comes to precision work, the NT Cutter BDA-200P blades are unparalleled. Whether
you're involved in crafting, model-making, graphic design, or any other intricate projects,you're involved in crafting, model-making, graphic design, or any other intricate projects,
these blades provide the precision and control you need to achieve exceptional results. Theirthese blades provide the precision and control you need to achieve exceptional results. Their
sharpness enables effortless cutting through various materials, including paper, cardboard,sharpness enables effortless cutting through various materials, including paper, cardboard,
lightweight plastics, and more.lightweight plastics, and more.

The NT Cutter BDA-200P blades undergo meticulous craftsmanship and rigorous qualityThe NT Cutter BDA-200P blades undergo meticulous craftsmanship and rigorous quality
control to guarantee the highest standard. The silver blade's sharpness is honed to perfection,control to guarantee the highest standard. The silver blade's sharpness is honed to perfection,
ensuring smooth and clean cuts with every use. ensuring smooth and clean cuts with every use. 

These blades have been carefully engineered to meet the demands of professionalsThese blades have been carefully engineered to meet the demands of professionals
and hobbyists alike, delivering an unparalleled cutting experience.and hobbyists alike, delivering an unparalleled cutting experience.

Safety is of utmost importance, and the NT Cutter BDA-200P blades are designed with userSafety is of utmost importance, and the NT Cutter BDA-200P blades are designed with user
protection in mind. Their sharpness is carefully contained within the blade's edge, minimizingprotection in mind. Their sharpness is carefully contained within the blade's edge, minimizing
the risk of accidental cuts when not in use. Additionally, the blades can be easily replaced,the risk of accidental cuts when not in use. Additionally, the blades can be easily replaced,
reducing the need to handle sharp edges during the replacement process.reducing the need to handle sharp edges during the replacement process.

Packaged: 40 BladesPackaged: 40 Blades

Replacement blade for:  Basic Precision Knife,  Slim Metal Precision KnifeReplacement blade for:  Basic Precision Knife,  Slim Metal Precision Knife

Models: D-300P, D-400, D-400P, D-401P, eD-400, D-400GP, D-500GP, DS-800P, D-1000P,Models: D-300P, D-400, D-400P, D-401P, eD-400, D-400GP, D-500GP, DS-800P, D-1000P,
C-400P, C-700GP, C-1500P, eC-1500P, iC-1500PC-400P, C-700GP, C-1500P, eC-1500P, iC-1500P
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